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PERCY ROOPE  
C ROO 1-1 Interviews
Finding Aid
Clark memo discussing transcript of interview with
Percy Roope (regarding the witnessing of Dr.
Goddard's  1926  experiment)  and  letter  from
Dr.  Paul  Clarkson  to  David  L.  Murphy,
thanking Murphy for tape
Biography of Dr. Percy Martin Roope (2 copies)
Transcript of Interview with Dr. Percy M. Roope 
about Dr. Robert Hutchings Goddard (1 
original)
Transcript of Interview with Dr. Percy M. Roope 
about Dr. Robert Hutchings Goddard (2 
copies)
Interview of Dr. Percy Roope by David L. Murphy, 
Cambria, California, April 20, 1966
Tape of interview with Dr. Percy M. Roope...
Correspondence about Roope interview, 1965-66
C ROO 2-1 Correspondence
Goddard to Roope (1927)
Goddard to Roope (1934)
Goddard to Roope (1935)
Goddard to Roope (1936)
Goddard to Roope (1937)
Goddard to Roope (1938)
Goddard to Roope (1938)
Goddard to Roope (1939)
Goddard to Roope (1940)
Goddard to Roope (1941)
Goddard to Roope (1942)
Goddard to Roope (1943)
Goddard to Roope (1944)
Goddard to Roope (ca. late 1930’s)
Roope notes and drafts letters
Anderson, A.E. to Roope (1973-1982)
Harry Guggenheim to Roope (1949)
Southgale, Fay & Hawley (1926)
Mrs. Goddard to Roope
Miscellaneous correspondence from various sources
to Robert Goddard
Inventory of materials and equipment for rocket
Research by R.H. Goddard at Roswell, NM
September, 1934 
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